0.3

Grammar worksheet

Past tense review; Dynamic and stative verbs
1 Complete the sentences with the past simple
form of the verbs in brackets.
1 We
music festival last weekend.
2 Where
be) yesterday?
3 I
photos at the exhibition.
4
enjoy) the play?
5 My sister
be) at school on Friday.
6 When
buy) this bag?

(go) to a
(you /
(not take) any
(the audience /
(not
(you /

2 Rewrite each past continuous sentence and
question with the missing word. Use one of the
words below.
they

not

was was

wasn’t

were

1 She listening to music all evening.

She was listening to music all evening.
2 What you doing yesterday at around 6 p.m.?

4 In pairs. Laura and Ashley were at the museum
yesterday. Use a phrase from A and a phrase
from B to make past simple and past continuous
sentences about things that happened while they
were visiting the museum.
A
look at the paintings wait at the ticket office
listen to the guide look for a café
buy things in a souvenir shop pay for the tickets
walk into the museum sit on a bench
eat lunch in a café take a selfie
B
drop the phone get lost in the museum
the phone ring see a friend hear a fire alarm
get a text message find a £20 note break a glass
someone / push them take a free museum guide

When Laura and Ashley …, they … . / Laura and
Ashley … when they… .
While Laura and Ashley …, they … . / Laura and
Ashley … while they … .
When Laura and Ashley were walking
into the museum, they saw a friend.

3 We were watching TV all day.
4 I went to school at 7 o’clock. I lying in bed all
morning.
5 It snowing when you went for a walk in the park?
6 What projects were working on yesterday?

3 Complete the text with the past simple or past
continuous form of the verbs in brackets.

REVIEW

My first food truck festival

VISION 3

On Friday, my friend Zach and I 1
(go) to our first food truck
festival. It 2
(be) was an amazing event! Over forty food trucks
3
(sell) food and drinks. There 4
(be)
5
also a few bands that
(play) music. We were amazed to see so many
people everywhere. Some of them 6
(wait) to get their food while others
7
(sit) on the grass by the river. They 8
(eat).
9
We
(not know) what to buy at first because there were so many dishes
to choose from. Luckily, while we 10
(discuss) what to have, someone
11
(hear) our conversation and 12
(give) us some
great advice. This guy 13
(tell) us to try a sample menu at each food truck. We
14
(love) that idea! And each sample menu 15
(cost)
16
only £2. What
(I / like) the most about the festival? Apart from the delicious food,
it was a great event with music and lots of nice people. I can’t wait for the next food truck festival!
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